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Support to European Cooperation Projects 2021
Small Scale Cooperation Projects

Cultural operator – who are you?
Name of organisation
Delta
Country
Namur, Belgium
Organisation website
https://www.ledelta.be/
Contact person
Mrs. Cristina Brandini, cristina.brandini@province.namur.be
(+32)81775688
Organisation type
Public organisation
Scale of the organization
30
PIC number
Not yet registered
Aims and activities of the
Our concept is based on the principle of "tiers lieu", where the
organisation
public becomes an actor, where we conceive as much as we
receive, where culture is experienced in a spontaneous, natural
way, where it feels good to meet and share and, thanks to the
interactions that took place in it, to generate a common sense.
The Delta thus offers spaces favoring meeting, creativity,
pooling of ideas, sharing of knowledge, practices, resources,
desires ... Culture is experienced there in a total spontaneous
and free way.
The interior fittings highlight the conviviality and freedom of
movement. The hall, the panoramic garden and the foyer of
the great hall are open during the day to visitors who can
practice their art, share it with others, and find common sense.
A reading area offering local and national dailies, and
alternative press, is accessible in the foyer.
The main principles on which the programming and activities of
the Delta are based are:
A plural art approach:
Composed of three modular performance halls, several
exhibition spaces, premises for events and training, an arts
documentation center, etc., Le Delta is distinguished by its
cultural and artistic project which gives pride of place to an
interdisciplinary approach: cinema, theater, dance, moving
image, music, movement, visual arts combine to compose a
rich and diversified program.
Support for creation:
Artists from the province, Wallonia, Belgium and beyond are a
full-fledged public. The Delta promotes artistic creation,
encourages the emergence of new artists and helps their
dissemination. Three rehearsal and recording studios with a
common control room are at their disposal. Two artistic
residencies are also available, offering great creative comfort.
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Mediation:
Reception and mediation staff circulates around the premises
at all times and make themselves available to visitors to enable
them to better understand the place. Mediation cuts across all
artistic and cultural activities. It takes into account all
audiences. It is aimed at single people, families and groups,
school or non-school. Attention is paid to vulnerable people in
consultation with associations linked to this public.
A place on the territory:
The Delta is not a place reserved for the residents of NamurVille. Being a provincial institution, its mission is addressed to
the entire population, but also to artists and partners in the
territory. Through different themes that punctuate the seasons
of the Delta, they are associated with the construction of the
program. The Delta also welcomes vulnerable audiences in a
participatory dynamic. Finally, it promotes the emergence of
the talents of today and tomorrow, offering artists new
visibility. And why not, one day, international fame ...
Role of the organisation in
the project
Previous EU grants
received

Preference for project partner since it will be our first Creative
Europe experience
---

Proposed Creative Europe project – to which project are you looking for partners?
Sector or field
Cinema, theater, dance, moving image, music, movement,
visual arts…
Description or summary of
the proposed project

Partners currently involved
in the project

We still haven’t a specific project proposal but we are looking
for cultural organization sharing our philosophy that is “tiers
lieu” that means a space centered around artistic events aimed
at creating and animating the cultural life of the territory. We
want to start long term cooperation around activities targeting
access to culture for everybody (marginalized public and
minorities)
-

Partners searched – which type of partner are you looking for?
From country or region
France- Germany-Netherlands-Italy
Preferred field of expertise
Please get in contact no
No dead-line but as soon as possible
later than
Projects searched – are you interested in participating in other EU projects as a
partner?
Yes / no
Yes

Which kind of projects are
you looking for?
Publication of partner search
This partner search can be Yes
published?*

